BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CANCELS FALL PERIOD OF 2020-21 SEASON AT SYMPHONY HALL, SEPTEMBER 16—NOVEMBER 28 (37 CONCERTS, 14 PROGRAMS), DUE TO CONTINUING CONCERNS ABOUT SPREAD OF COVID-19

A DECISION ABOUT THE BSO’S ABILITY TO RESUME LIVE PERFORMANCES WITH AUDIENCES DURING THE WINTER AND SPRING PERIOD OF 2020-21 SEASON, JANUARY 7-MAY 1, WILL BE ANNOUNCED BY THE END OF THE 2020 CALENDAR YEAR

IN RESPONSE TO THE HIATUS FROM PERFORMANCES THIS FALL, THE BSO WILL CREATE AND DISTRIBUTE ONLINE CONTENT INSPIRED BY THE SUCCESS OF BSO AT HOME AND TANGLEWOOD 2020 ONLINE FESTIVAL—GENERATING 13 MILLION INTERACTIONS WITH ITS WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS SINCE MARCH 23; THE DETAILS OF THE BSO’S FALL ONLINE OFFERING WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN SEPTEMBER

BSO TO SUSPEND ALL PATRON SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR THE 2020-21 SEASON, GIVEN THE
UNCERTAINTY AROUND THE RESUMPTION OF IN-PERSON PERFORMANCES IN THE WINTER AND SPRING MONTHS; BSO TO CONTACT TICKET BUYERS IN SEPTEMBER ABOUT OPTIONS FOR SUSPENDING THEIR SUBSCRIPTIONS, INCLUDING TICKET DONATIONS, CREDITS, AND REFUNDS

SHOULD IN-PERSON CONCERTS RETURN IN THE WINTER/SPRING MONTHS, SUBSCRIBERS WILL BE GIVEN FIRST PRIORITY FOR PURCHASING TICKETS FOR THOSE PERFORMANCES; SUBSCRIBER SEATS—OFTEN HANDED DOWN FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION—WILL BE HELD FOR THE 2021-22 BSO SEASON

THE 2020-21 BSO FALL SEASON CANCELLATION ANNOUNCEMENT FOLLOWS PREVIOUS COVID-19-RELATED CANCELLATIONS EXPECTED TO INCUR A $30 MILLION REVENUE LOSS FOR BSO, INC., FOR ITS FISCAL YEAR ENDING AUGUST 31, 2020; 2020 TANGLEWOOD SEASON (ANNOUNCED ON MAY 15), BOSTON POPS FIREWORKS SPECTACULAR LIVE PERFORMANCE ON THE ESPLANADE (MAY 8), 2020 BOSTON POPS SEASON (APRIL 8), AND THE SEVEN LAST WEEKS OF THE 2019-20 BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA SEASON (MARCH 12 AND 18)

There has not been a cancellation of Boston Symphony Orchestra concerts of this magnitude in the history of the orchestra, founded in 1881; the last significant concert cancellations took place in the fall of 1918, when the 1918-19 BSO season was delayed by two weeks due to the Spanish Flu epidemic

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE ORIGINAL BSO 2020-21 SEASON ANNOUNCED IN APRIL; HIGHLIGHTS OF ANNOUNCEMENT INCLUDED BSO MUSIC DIRECTOR ANDRIS NELSONS LEADING A BEETHOVEN 250TH SYMPHONY CYCLE AND A CONTINUATION OF THE BSO’S GRAMMY-AWARD WINNING SHOSTAKOVICH RECORDING CYCLE, ALONG WITH 14 WORKS BY COMPOSERS OF OUR TIME AND 27 ARTIST DEBUTS

UPDATES ABOUT ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCES/ACTIVITIES ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED TO TAKE PLACE AT SYMPHONY HALL IN FALL/WINTER 2020

2020 HOLIDAY POPS SEASON: A decision about whether or not the Holiday Pops season will proceed with live performances with audiences will be announced in October

CELEBRITY SERIES OF BOSTON 2020 FALL: Not Our First Goat Rodeo, with Yo-Yo Ma, Stuart Duncan, Edgar Meyer, and Chris Thile on October 26, 2020, is status-pending; Daniil Trifonov performance on October 30, 2020, has been postponed until the 2021-22 season; Celebrity Series of Boston will be in direct communication with all its patrons about their options regarding refunds, exchanges, and donations; for further information, patrons can email the Celebrity Series Box Office at boxoffice@celebrityseries.org

HANDEL & HAYDN SOCIETY 2020 FALL: The following performances will be rescheduled: Brahms A German Requiem, originally scheduled for September 25 and 27; Bach + Vivaldi Gloria, originally scheduled for October 23 and 25; and Handel Messiah, originally scheduled for November 27, 28, and 29; Handel and Haydn Society will notify their ticket holders directly by email about multiple options for exchanging their tickets; for further information, ticket holders can visit the H+H website at handelandhaydn.org, contact the Handel and Haydn Society Box Office at boxoffice@handelandhaydn.org, or call 617-266-3605

SPEAKER SERIES 2020 FALL: Boston Speakers Series will be notifying its patrons with details regarding the 2020-21 Season in the next few weeks; for further information, patrons can contact Comments@BostonSpeakers.org.

BANK OF AMERICA IS THE LEAD SPONSOR OF THE 2020-21 BSO SEASON, SUPPORTING NEW VIRTUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND ONLINE ACCESS FOR ESSENTIAL WORKERS TO THE BSO’S DIGITAL OFFERINGS BANK OF AMERICA IS THE LEAD SPONSOR OF THE 2020–21 BSO SEASON

To view an online press kit with complete programs, concert listings, ticket information,
For the first time in its 139-year history, the Boston Symphony Orchestra will suspend its fall season of performances at Symphony Hall, September 16-November 28 (click here for the original BSO 2020-21 season announcement). The decision to cancel the fall period of the 2020-21 BSO season—due to ongoing concerns about COVID-19—was made in consultation with a team of medical experts assembled by the BSO Board of Trustees, and in response to issuances by the Centers for Disease Control and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which prohibit gatherings of 25 or more people in a particular location where they would be in close physical proximity within a confined indoor space.

By the end of the 2020 calendar year, the Boston Symphony Orchestra will announce whether it is able to go forward with any live performances with audience in the winter and spring months of its 2020-21 Symphony Hall season, January 7-May 1.

Given the cancellation of in-person Boston Symphony Orchestra live performances with audiences, September 16-November 28, and the continuing uncertainty around the resumption of in-person performances in the winter and spring, the BSO will be suspending all patron subscriptions for the 2020-21 season in September, following the announcement of the orchestra’s fall streaming season offering. At that time, subscribers will be contacted about the options available and the process for canceling their subscriptions, including donations, credits, and refunds. Should in-person performances return in the spring, subscribers will be given first priority for purchasing tickets for those performances, as well as for those to take place in the 2021-22 BSO season. Further details about subscription options are described below.

During the hiatus from performances this fall, the BSO will create and distribute online content inspired by the success of its BSO at Home series (spring 2020) and Tanglewood 2020 Online Festival (summer 2020) distributed through www.bso.org and www.tanglewood.org. Details of the new fall/early winter content will be announced in September.

Click here for B Roll of the Boston Symphony Orchestra at Symphony Hall, which includes this clip of Strauss’s Also sprach Zarathustra from a performance on March 14, 2019

More Details About 2020-21 BSO Season Subscriber Donations/Credits/Refunds Available in September
The BSO has decided to suspend all patron subscriptions for the 2020-21 season, given the uncertainty around the resumption of in-person performances in the fall and early winter months; a decision about whether or not the orchestra’s 2020-21 winter and spring season will move forward with any performances for live audiences will be announced by the end of the 2020 calendar year.

In September, all subscribers to the 2020-21 BSO season will be contacted about the options for processing the suspension of their subscription (single tickets were to go on sale in August). Due to the financial impact of concert cancellations, the Boston Symphony Orchestra will be
BSO ticket buyers and subscribers who have questions or need further information can contact the BSO's Customer Service Department at customerservice@bso.org or by calling 617-266-1200. Symphony Charge, the BSO’s ticketing sales office, will remain open during this period of concert cancellations and can be reached at 617-266-1200. The Symphony Hall and Tanglewood box offices are currently closed for in-person business.

**Plans for Next Steps and Updates to Symphony Hall Environment**

The BSO will continue to monitor recommendations of the Centers for Disease Control and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, as well as confer with its own team of medical experts about future steps regarding testing and vaccine development. As part of an ongoing process begun in March, the BSO and its team of experts have been evaluating and developing plans to update heating and cooling ventilation and filtration systems, controls, and equipment; exploring supplemental air cleaning technologies; monitoring devices and touchless infrastructure; developing robust cleaning and disinfecting procedures; and modeling building circulation and workplace modifications for physical distancing, among other healthy building strategies—all measures and administrative controls to ensure a safe and healthy patron experience in full compliance with all official recommendations when the time comes to welcome audiences back to live performances. When Symphony Hall is once again permitted to open for live performances with audiences, the BSO will communicate clearly and responsibly with its many constituents regarding all health and safety precautions in place to create an environment where people feel safe to return to the concert experience.

**History of Major BSO Concert Cancellations; List of all BSO COVID-19-related Concert Cancellations; and Details of BSO’s Online Programs During Performance Hiatus**

There has never been a cancellation of Boston Symphony Orchestra concerts of this magnitude since the orchestra’s founding in 1881. In the fall of 1918, the beginning of the BSO’s 1918-19 season was delayed by two weeks due to the Spanish Flu epidemic. During World War II, the Tanglewood season was shortened (1942, 1944, 1945) and/or cancelled (1943). In 1942, the Tanglewood Music Center (BSO’s acclaimed summer music academy founded in 1940) presented performances funded by Serge Koussevitzky (BSO Music Director 1924-49) through the Koussevitzky Music Foundation. In 1944 and 1945, although there was no official Tanglewood Festival, a short series of Bach-Mozart concerts was given by members of the BSO in the Theatre Concert Hall. There was no activity at Tanglewood during the summer of 1943.

This cancellation announcement about fall performances of the 2020-21 BSO season follows previous COVID-19-related concert cancellation announcements about the 2020 Tanglewood season (click here for May 15 announcement), Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular live performance (click here for May 15 announcement), 2020 Boston Pops season (click here for April 8 announcement), and the last seven weeks of the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s 2019-20 season (click here for March 12 and 18 announcements). These concert cancellations—not including the fall cancellations—are expected to incur a $30 million revenue loss for the organization for its fiscal year ending in August 2020.

In response to these cancellations, the BSO has committed to creating a series of video and audio online programs—Tanglewood 2020 Online Festival, BSO at Home, Boston Pops at Home, and BSO Homeschool—to help its patrons though this period of difficulty and live performance hiatus. Since launching BSO at Home on March 23, the BSO reports a doubling of website traffic and more than 13 million interactions on its website and social media channels. This content can be found at www.tanglewood.org and www.bso.org. In September, the BSO will announce a new series of digital offerings to be featured throughout the fall.

**CLICK HERE FOR AN OVERVIEW FROM THE ORIGINAL 2020-21 BSO SEASON (ANNOUNCED APRIL 30, 2020)**

The BSO at Symphony Hall, Tanglewood, Carnegie Hall, and on tour in Europe

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, founded by Henry Lee Higginson in 1881, performs late September through early May in internationally acclaimed Symphony Hall (301 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, MA), which opened in 1900 and is widely regarded as one of the top three concert halls in the world. The orchestra’s summer season takes place at Tanglewood—this country’s preeminent music festival and the summer home of the Boston Symphony Orchestra since 1937—located in the Berkshire Hills between Stockbridge and Lenox, MA. Details of the 2020 Tanglewood season and Tanglewood 2020 Online Festival are available at www.tanglewood.org; details about the second season of the Tanglewood Learning Institute and the Linde Center for Music and Learning and its current online programs are available at www.bso.org. The BSO performs an annual concert series at New York’s Carnegie Hall and tours regularly to the world’s cultural capitals throughout Europe and Asia.
Sponsorships
Longstanding major corporate partner Bank of America returns as the BSO Season Sponsor of the 2020-21 season.

Arbella Insurance Foundation, a longtime sponsor, is continuing its major sponsorship for the 15th season with its support of new audience development initiatives.

Fairmont Copley Plaza, which re-opens on August 7, begins its 19th season as the Official Hotel of the BSO.
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